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Maths Ad(d)s gathers together job advertisements that have recently appeared online. 
The common theme of the ads is mathematics and statistics, but the actual jobs vary 
across a very broad spectrum. They give an overview of possible careers available 
to prospective university students after graduation—if they include mathematics or 
statistics in their degrees.

Whether it is finance or tourism, business or government, medicine or 
marketing, just about every area of employment depends at some point 
on handling and interpreting data, and on predicting and modelling 
outcomes—in other words, the kind of expertise offered by people with 
training in mathematics and statistics. In addition, many employers seek 
mathematics and statistics graduates because they value their advanced 
problem-solving and analytical skills.

In Maths Ad(d)s you will discover career opportunities combining 
mathematics and statistics with health, computing, data analysis, biology 
and meteorology, just to name a few. You could end up investigating the 
geometry of liquid crystals, consulting for a sports company, or even being 
part of the discovery of a medical breakthrough.

While many of the jobs listed here are based in big cities, others offer an 
opportunity to work in regional centres or a chance to live overseas.

The job advertisements in this 17th edition are completely new and 
represent only a fraction of the advertised positions found in late months 
of 2013 and early months of 2014.

Whether you already know your career plans or you just cannot decide what you want to do 
or be, you can be sure that mathematics adds an extra dimension to your future options!

Maths ad(d)s
2014/2015
17th Edition

ICE‑EM is the Education division of AMSI. 
This Centre was established in 2004 with the 
assistance of the Australian Government

A qualification 
in mathematics 
and statistics 
consistently rates 
highly as you will 
discover throughout 
this booklet.



About the 
advertisements 
•  These advertisements are only a sample. 

By no means should you think that they set 
the boundaries for what is possible now or 
in the future. 

•  We hope that Maths Ad(d)s has helped 
you to see that adding mathematics and 
statistics to your skills brings great reward.

• With flexibility, enthusiasm and a positive 
attitude when you apply for a position, 
many opportunities will be open to you.

More job advertisements
Search using keywords such as ‘mathematics’ and 
‘statistics’ and see where a degree in mathematics and 
statistics can take you!

•  CareerOne  www.careerone.com.au

•  My Career  mycareer.com.au

•  Seek   www.seek.com.au

Mathematics & statistics at work
•  Career profiles  www.mathscareers.org.au 

   www.maa.org/careers/profiles.html

•  Career resources  www.ams.org/careers/  

Prepared in conjunction with AMSI by 
La Trobe University

www.latrobe.edu.au/mathstats



Some other useful websites 
• Australian Mathematical  www.austms.org.au/careers 

Society 

•  Statistical Society of  www.statsci.org/careers.html 
Australia  

•  Careers in mathematics  www.csiro.au/Portals/Careers/mathscareers.aspx 
and statistics

•  myfuture - career information www.myfuture.edu.au/
 & exploration service

Where to get a 
mathematical or 
statistical sciences degree 
The AMSI website has links to many Australian 
mathematics and statistics departmental web pages 
where you can discover the best course for you. 

www.amsi.org.au/members/members-of-amsi

AMSI would like to thank the employers who kindly 
gave permission to reproduce their employment 
advertisements in this publication.
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Gene based drug therapies and  
medical breakthroughs.
Bioinformatics can lead to amazing 
discoveries by combining mathematics, 
statistics, engineering and computer science 
to manage and study biological information 
and processes.

BioinformaticsGraduate programs

One of your options for making the transition from university 
to the workforce is to join a graduate program. There are many 
programs available in government departments and large 
organisations. They usually run for one or two years, during which 
time you are an employee of the organisation. You will receive 
mentoring and training, gain valuable experience in the 
workplace, and benefit from networking and social activities.

Apply for graduate programs in the final year of your degree. 
The closing dates for applications vary, but some close in April, 
so make sure you get in early. You can have the security of a job 
offer before you even finish your degree!

The range of programs changes from year to year. Here are 
just some examples of programs that may be available to 
mathematics and statistics graduates.

Accounting Ernst & Young, KPMG, PwC
Consulting Accenture, AECOM, SMS 

Management & Technology
Defence Department of Defence, Altitude @ 

DSD, DSTO
Energy AEMO, Chevron
Finance ANZ, Bankwest, CBA, GE, HSBC, 

IMC, Macquarie, NAB, Optiver, 
Queensland Treasury, Westpac

Government Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 
Australian Electoral Commission 
(AEC), Australian Prudential 
Regulation Authority (APRA), Bureau 
of Meteorology (BoM)

Insurance IAG, Suncorp
Teaching Teach for Australia, teach.NSW
Transport Aurecon, Qantas

There are lots more! Visit your university career centre or search 
the web:

• www.gradconnection.com.au 
• www.unigrad.com.au
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Medical imaging, plant biology, 
genetics, ecology...
There are many great opportunities to  
mix mathematics and statistics with  
the biological sciences.

Biology
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Hot opportunities!
Biostatistics is an exciting area for 
mathematics and statistics graduates. This 
ad gives just one example of the many 
opportunities that mix statistics with the 
biological sciences in a challenging and 
rewarding career.

Biostatistics
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Read between the lines...
The increasing availability, awareness and 
dependence on commercial data have 
made the business sector a growth area for 
mathematics and statistics employment 
possibilities. These jobs are not always titled 
“mathematician” or “statistician”, but the fine 
print makes it clear that’s who they want...

Business & 
Consulting
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Distinguish yourself from the rest.
Combining mathematics and computing is a 
great way to get a clear edge over a straight 
computing graduate. As you can see from 
other ads in this booklet, many jobs require 
both maths and computing skills.

Computing
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Computing
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More than just crunching numbers.
Working with leading edge companies, 
mathematicians and statisticians are highly 
employable in this exciting and growing field. 
Data scientists are described as part analyst 
and part artist using their skills in making 
discoveries and gaining new insights through 
exploring data.

Data Science
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Help build a strong economy.
Want a future that is supported by a strong 
economy? Well those in economics play an 
important role in this regard by interpreting 
past and current data to provide guidance 
for the future. What type of people are good 
with data? Well, those with mathematics and 
statistics... 

Economics

Financial Analyst
John Roumeliotis 

National Australia Bank

Mathematicians need to be 
able to communicate their 
work to non‑specialists. 
Helping the bank solve 
problems with mathematics 
is core to what I do.  
Frequently changing 
economic circumstances, 
such as upturns and 
downturns in the global 
economy, necessitate 
the development of new 
mathematical models.
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Maths grads, we need you!
Two key roles of the energy sector revolve 
around environmental impact issues and 
cost to the customer. Mathematicians are 
invaluable, as they can assist in improving 
the efficiency of energy distribution and 
consumption. Here is just one example of 
 the importance of mathematics in the 
energy sector.

Energy



Sharpen your mind with 
mathematics at Adelaide
In today’s complex environment, a degree in mathematical sciences will 
teach you a universal language used to describe, model and understand 
the world around us.

At the University of Adelaide, you’ll learn from expert lecturers and some 
of the world’s top researchers in a vibrant environment. You’ll specialise 
in applied mathematics, pure mathematics or statistics. Your degree will 
help you tackle real world issues and open doors to rewarding careers in 
Australia and beyond.

As a high performing student, you’ll also have the opportunity to undertake 
an honours year or a master’s degree to deepen your mathematical 
knowledge after completing your bachelor degree. These advanced 
qualifications are highly regarded by employers and are preparation for 
research in the mathematical sciences.

Our graduates are highly regarded for their creativity, problem-solving 
abilities and research skills, and are sought after by a wide range 
of employers.

For a rewarding and flexible career using mathematics and statistics, 
study at the University of Adelaide - ranked in the top 1% of 
universities worldwide.

 > Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences

 > Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Advanced)

 > Bachelor of Mathematical and Computer Sciences

For further information visit ua.edu.au/maths
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Not just for commerce graduates.
It’s not just commerce graduates who are 
employed in the finance industry!

The finance sector is a big employer of 
mathematics graduates because of the 
advanced quantitative and analytical skills that 
come from studying maths.

“Finance” is an umbrella term covering 
banking, the stock market and other forms of 
investment, insurance, and the regulation of 
these areas.

Finance
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Make a difference.
Government departments require personnel 
of the highest quality to make important 
decisions affecting the everyday lives 
of average Australians. Maths and stats 
graduates receive rigorous training to become 
analytical thinkers and so are highly suited 
to this work. Statistics even has its own 
government agency–the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics providing statistics on social and 
economic matters used by state and federal 
governments and the community.

Government
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Of critical importance.
Current and future healthcare relies crucially 
on analysis of numerical data. From cancer 
research to infectious disease, the work is 
important and varied, and statistics plays a 
central role.

Health

Partner Advertisement
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Laboratory Head-
Bioinformatics

Dr. Tony Papenfuss
Walter & Eliza Hall Institute 

of Medical Research

I use mathematics, statistics and computer 
programming to analyse large genomic data 

sets for cancer and infectious diseases 
like malaria. Recently a lot of my work has 

focused on the Tasmanian devil facial tumour 
disease and we’ve contributed to some 

important discoveries about what kind of 
cancer it is. This has been really rewarding.
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AMSI Vacation Schools and Scholarships 2013-14
Our young stars

“The best thing about AMSI’s Summer 
School was being able study a course 

not offered at my university. It opened 
my eyes to fascinating fi elds of 

mathematical research.”

“Talking about ideas spreads them 
and helps them to grow. AMSI events 

bring like-minded people together, 
which has a knock on effect for future 

collaborations.”

We all know how to queue. Lining up for our morning coffee; pressing 
our touchscreen umpteen times before speaking to a human; queues 
can be plain and simple, or utterly complex. What we may not know 
is that a whole branch of mathematics is devoted to studying the 
intricate nature of waiting. 

Kate Atwell does. She recently embarked on an honours project that 
looks at complicated queues – like calling the bank. 

“First an automated voice asks you to press a number, then you may 
have to give several other responses before fi nally getting to someone 
from the bank. My research looks at how you move forward through 
these options — one phase at a time — until you reach the end of the 
queue: the real person!” Kate said.

Kate accuses a high school teacher for her love affair with maths. “This 
teacher had a mathematics degree; and a passion for mathematics that 
was inspiring, motivating and contagious,” she said. 

So the next time you’re in a queue spare a thought for Kate and the 
high-end mathematics she uses to calculate how you wait, and where 
your choices take you.

Being able to analyse and predict the behaviour of a geothermal 
source over time is one of the most critical components to 
generating geothermal power. And with the growing push 
for sustainable energy sources, simulations and models are 
downright indispensable.

John Snadden has been able to develop simulations of how water 
and heat fl ow in geothermal reservoirs. 

“In the last few decades, the computational resources available 
to theoretical science have increased dramatically. Unfortunately 
only a handful of people have the technical expertise in software 
development and geomechanics, so developing computer models 
has enabled researchers to perform calculations with far higher 
precision and effi ciency: opening up new areas of inquiry.”

“Maths can model just about anything. 2013 was the 
International Year of the Mathematics of Planet Earth and I feel 
privileged to present my progress modelling cleaner energy 
sources,” John said.

Sharing insights and knowledge between disciplines increases 
the chance of solving pressing matters. Collaborations between 
scientists and mathematicians are vital to this process; as are 
young students with the drive to create multi-disciplinary 
collaborative ventures.

Summer School

Kate Atwell
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
University of Adelaide

Winter School

John Snadden
PhD Candidate
Australian National University 
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was inspiring, motivating and contagious,” she said. 

So the next time you’re in a queue spare a thought for Kate and the 
high-end mathematics she uses to calculate how you wait, and where 
your choices take you.

Being able to analyse and predict the behaviour of a geothermal 
source over time is one of the most critical components to 
generating geothermal power. And with the growing push 
for sustainable energy sources, simulations and models are 
downright indispensable.

John Snadden has been able to develop simulations of how water 
and heat fl ow in geothermal reservoirs. 

“In the last few decades, the computational resources available 
to theoretical science have increased dramatically. Unfortunately 
only a handful of people have the technical expertise in software 
development and geomechanics, so developing computer models 
has enabled researchers to perform calculations with far higher 
precision and effi ciency: opening up new areas of inquiry.”

“Maths can model just about anything. 2013 was the 
International Year of the Mathematics of Planet Earth and I feel 
privileged to present my progress modelling cleaner energy 
sources,” John said.

Sharing insights and knowledge between disciplines increases 
the chance of solving pressing matters. Collaborations between 
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Summer School

Kate Atwell
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
University of Adelaide

Winter School

John Snadden
PhD Candidate
Australian National University 
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From fantasy sport to making our emergency departments run more 
effi ciently, Anthony Clissold knows fi rst hand the importance of 
mathematics and statistics. 

Anthony took a “Career-Chooser” survey when he was in Year 10; his two 
most compatible suitors: statisticians or actuaries. These results coupled 
with enthusiastic passionate mathematics teachers made his pathway to 
mathematics obvious.

Anthony enjoys the maths and stats that are hidden in nearly every 
facet of modern existence – especially those in fantasy sports. “I love the 
idea of setting up teams under mathematical constraints, then buying 
or selling players depending on their real world performance to turn a 
profi t,” he said.

Throughout the last year of his undergraduate degree Anthony worked as 
a research assistant. He developed a computerised decision support tool 
to aide situations where outcomes are partly random and partly under 
the control of a decision maker primarily to optimise patient fl ow in 
emergency departments.

Anthony said, “the nerdy explanation: I use dynamic programming 
approaches to fi nd optimal solutions to Markov Decision Processes. It is 
much easier to tell people: ‘I get paid to make graphs!’

“I want to be able to get up, go to work and help somebody with what I 
do,” Anthony said. “Mathematics allows me to do that, secretly, behind 
the scenes.”

A love for numbers has seen Shila Ghazanfar journey across Australia’s vast 
landscape to explore the minute workings of the human body.

Born to immigrant Afghani parents, Shila has become the fi rst in her family to 
complete a university degree.  In high school she enjoyed both chemistry and 
mathematics, but it was at university that she discovered her love of statistics.

“I told Dr Jean Yang — one of my lecturers — that I wanted to work with lots 
of data and she told me she had more data than you could poke a stick at. So I 
grabbed the proverbial stick and began my research in statistical bioinformatics.”

Shila said that the most valuable aspect of AMSI’s BioInfoSummer was making 
lasting connections with other postgraduate students and researchers. 

Even though her studies are exceptionally challenging Shila enjoys her research. 
“I’ve learnt a greast deal and formed many friendships and collaborations,” she said.

Shila’s passion for numbers has transformed her into a detective: to derive, 
uncover and extract meaning from data. The data Shila extracts meaning from, 
using statistics and mathematics, assists our search for effective cancer treatments.

Vacation Research Scholarship

Anthony Clissold
Bachelor of Science (Mathematics)
Flinders University

BioInfoSummer

Shila Ghazanfar
Bachelor of Science (Advanced Mathematics)
University of Sydney

“Collaborations across disciplines 
is where the potential to solve 

some of the world’s biggest 
— and, in my case smallest, —

problems lies.”

Our young stars

www.amsi.org.au/facebook

“AMSI programs help secure Australia’s 
reputation at the forefront of scientifi c 

research. They allow budding 
mathematicians to delve deeper into 
research and get a taste for what’s to 

come outside of academia.”
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Calculating the risks.
How do companies determine insurance 
rates? Insurance actuaries, that’s how! 
Progressive insurance related jobs can make 
rewarding careers. Insurance and actuary 
professionals are specialists who deal with 
the financial impact of risk. Mathematicians 
and statisticians are perfect candidates 
for these roles conducting analyses using 
probability and statistics to determine 
insurance rates such as for cars, homes, 
health and a number of other areas.

Insurance

Greener routes drive profits
Intern: Yi Chen, Federation University 
Industry Partner: Marcus Denny, Manager, Systems 
Design Division, VISA Global Logistics
Academic mentor: Prof. David Y. Gao,  
Federation University

The Travelling Salesman Problem is the classic 
example of a difficult optimisation problem. VISA 
Global — one of Australia’s largest privately owned 
global freight‑forwarding companies — was faced 
with such a problem. With their online sales 
soaring, the logistics company needed to find 
more efficient ways to deliver goods to reduce 
costs and their carbon footprint.

VISA Global engaged AMSI intern Yi Chen, a PhD 
student at Federation University, to look for 
innovative approaches to improving the efficiency 
of their transport fleet. According to Marcus 
Denny at VISA Global: “The results of Yi’s work 
were very impressive and provided VISA with a 
verifiable approach to solving the problem, with 
potential gains far in advance of what had been 
hoped at the outset.”

See more projects:
www.AMSIIntern.org.au

Enchance your 
career prospects

Post Graduate Internships
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Another satisfied customer!
How do companies keep their customers 
satisfied? How do they know when they are 
about to lose your business and then entice 
you all over again? A crystal ball? No, market 
researchers that’s how!  Market researchers 
interpret customer records and spending 
habits in an effort to provide their company 
with an edge over the competition. Maths 
and stats grads are trained to be numerically 
savvy and highly suited to interpreting data.

Market Research
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Market Research
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is indicative only. The University reserves the right, before or after enrolment, to make any 
changes to the information, including but not limited to discontinuing or varying courses, subjects, staff, assessment and admission requirements. 
The University does not give any warranties in relation to the accuracy and completeness of the contents; nor does it accept responsibility for any 
loss or damage occasioned by use of the information contained in this publication. For course information updates, visit latrobe.edu.au/courses

MAKE
YOUR STUDY 
COUNT

Bachelor of Science
Major in Mathematics 
and Statistics

STUDENT SATISFACTION 
La Trobe has a history of recognised teaching
excellence in mathematics and statistics.

Results of Australia-wide student 
satisfaction surveys from the 
MyUniversity website show La Trobe 
received remarkable scores of 95% in 
overall satisfaction and 95% on the 
good teaching scale.*

*Results of student satisfaction surveys current at 
June 2012, available from MyUniversity.gov.au

TOP GRADUATES
La Trobe has a proud record of encouraging women students in mathematics 
and statistics. La Trobe has a high level of female participation by Australian 
standards, and women have figured prominently in winning Honours prizes 
and PhD scholarships.

WORLD-LEADING RESEARCH
La Trobe has a team of world quality researchers, including two ARC Future 
Fellows and one ARC Dora Professorship, supported by a number of large 
research grants.

ACCREDITED PROGRAM
La Trobe was the first University in Australia to have its statistics program 
accredited by the Statistical Society of Australia Inc. Students completing this 
program obtain Graduate Statistician status upon joining the society.

CONTACT US
Want to know more? Get in touch!

Department of Mathematics and Statistics
W latrobe.edu.au/mathstats
T +61 (0)3 9479 2600
E mathstat@latrobe.edu.au

CRICOS Provider 00115M (VIC), 02218K (NSW).

Mathematics and Statistics at 
La Trobe University has a long and 
proud tradition of providing excellent 
teaching with world-leading research.

A qualification in mathematics and 
statistics prepares students for a 
wide range of careers.

Visit our website and find out more.

latrobe.edu.au/mathstats
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My speciality is severe weather forecasting.  
I forecast the weather for the Emergency 
Services and produce warnings for critical 
fire weather days or severe thunderstorms. 
Weather is ever changing which makes 
it interesting to watch. It is challenging, 
particularly at the extreme ends of the scale, 
so my job is rarely boring. I have to get it right 
as my decisions affect a lot of people.

Meteorologist
Claire Yeo
Bureau of Meteorology

Does it look like rain?
As everyone knows, the weather is hard to 
predict! The modelling of ocean currents, 
weather patterns and climate change is all 
about mathematics; it is important to a range 
of industries—from fishing, shipping and 
farming to air traffic control. It even affects 
the everyday person day to day in deciding 
what to wear!

Meteorology
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What is it?
Operations research is all about the 
optimisation of scheduling, manufacturing, 
pricing and so on. It is a critical part of 
business and government planning.

Operations  
Research
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el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies | tropical 
convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate 
impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | 
jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks 
| terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical 
convection | extremes | land | climate variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon 
| climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | 
attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate 
variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods  |soil | carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean 
eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents 
| climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean 
circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies | tropical convection | climate models | 
feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology 
| tropical convection | extremes | land | climate variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | 
carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks 
| attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate 
variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | climate change | cloud physics | ocean 
eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology 
| thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate 
variability | oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | climate change | cloud 
physics | ocean eddies | tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution 
| hydrology | thermohaline currents | climate impacts | circulation | meteorology | tropical convection | extremes | land | climate variability 
| oceans | el nino | rainfall | ocean circulation | jet stream | drought | floods | soil | carbon | | climate change | cloud physics | ocean eddies 
| tropical convection | climate models | feedbacks | terrestrial | precipitation | feedbacks | attribution | hydrology | thermohaline currents | 
climate 

Climate Science needs you.
If you have a quantitative background then our Centre of Excellence wants you. Your 

training in mathematics, statistics, physics, hydrology, oceanography, meteorology or 
engineering could be key to shaping the future of climate science.

The Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Climate System Science is looking 
for graduate or honours students who want to do research with world-leading climate 
scientists across five top universities and a suite of outstanding national and international 
partner organisations, including CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology. 

Many projects are supervised across universities and by experts from one of our partner 
organisations. 

Generous travel support exists for students to visit our national and international partners. 

Outstanding students may receive top-up funding above the rates of Australian government 
scholarships. Scholarships are also available for honours and exceptional international students.

For further details contact:
Melissa Hart  Email: melissa.hart@unsw.edu.au.
 www.climatescience.org.au

On-the-job development opportunities
Tibra Capital is a global Financial Services Company with 
operations in London, Sydney, Wollongong, Hong Kong and 
Chicago. Our success is based on creating and leveraging 
market leading trading, risk management and technology 
opportunities. We employ the very best people across all our 
business units and provide them with the right tools and 
support to do a great job. The end result of this for Tibra is a 
competitive team aiming to be number one in each market 
in which we operate.

As part of joining a leading trading firm you’ll get exposure to 
real world quantitative finance methods. Via on-the-job and 
structured learning and development opportunities, you’ll 
also gain exposure to skills and experience which will be held 
in very high regard in the marketplace.

A competitive team 
aiming to be number one

For more information about Tibra Global Services and any employment opportunities please visit www.tibra.com

Advanced numerical & problem-solving skills
To join Tibra Global Services, you must be highly intelligent 
with advanced numerical and problem-solving skills, 
an ability to think quickly and the ambition to become 
a great team player through disciplined and focused 
self-development.

We offer fantastic company initiatives such as;

• Dynamic, yet relaxed and balanced environment 

• Daily breakfast and lunch provided 

• Company outings

• The opportunity to grow with in house Learning and 
Development Opportunities

• Flexible working hours 

• Sydney and Austinmer offices to work out of 
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You can count on a career 
in Mathematical Sciences!

Discover Mathematics at FedUni 

FedUni offers a range of programs 
that allow you to factor in your 
mathematical ambitions:

• Bachelor of Mathematical  
Sciences

• Bachelor of Engineering

• Bachelor of Information 
Technology

• Bachelor of Science

Embark on an adventure 
with FedUni and 
decode the world with 
mathematics

Learn to succeed
1800 333 864  | federation.edu.au

CRICOS Provider No. 00103D

Mathematical science qualifications are highly 
sought after in a large range of industries.

Our programs will provide you with a strong 
foundation in the basic principles and 
techniques of mathematics, as well as an 
understanding of how mathematics is applied  
in the real world.

Find out more at: 
www.federation.edu.au/maths

The applied focus of FedUni’s mathematical 
science programs ensures you will be ready 
for a career in this varied field. While there are 
the obvious choices of a role in banking, as 
a stock broker or financial advisor - did you 
know that you may also have a career as a 
medical statistician and help discover cures for 
some of the biggest health issues of our time? 
Or if protecting our national security gets you 
interested, how about a career as a defence 
force or internet security analyst?
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Analyse this!
Psychologists observe, evaluate and study 
behaviours, social interactions and cognitive 
processes. To make sense of their recorded 
data and observations, psychologists use 
mathematics and statistics to interpret and 
describe their findings.

Psychology



Aims of the Society

•  The Society’s objective is to further 

the study, application, and good 

practice of statistical theory and 

methods in all branches of learning 

and enterprise

•  Membership is open to Australian  

residents through the Branches that 

exist in each state (except Tasmania) 

and in the Australian Capital  

Territory.  Membership-at-large is 

open to residents outside Australia

Benefits of 
Membership

Th
e
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Network  

with a large 

group of  

professionals  

working, 

researching, 

teaching, 

and studying 

in statistics

Participate in 

SSAI Branch 

and national 

activities at 

member rates

Receive four 

issues each  

of the  

Australian and 

New Zealand 

Journal of 

Statistics and 

the online SSAI 

Newsletter  

each year

Participate  

in SSAI  

professional 

development 

activities by 

attending or 

leading them

Apply for  

Graduate 

Statistician or 

Accredited 

Statistician  

status as  

endorsed by 

SSAI

Participate  

in special 

interest Section 

activities

Gain access to 

a collective  

of colleagues 

for exchanging  

information 

and informal 

mentoring

Support your 

profession

Contact the Executive Officer at  
eo@statsoc.org.au

Explore the SSAI website at  
www.statsoc.org.au

Want to  
know  

 more?
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You are in demand!
Statisticians are very much in demand.  
There are jobs already listed in just about 
every category of this booklet. Here are  
yet more examples. 

Statistics



34 Maths Ad(d)s 2014-2015

Australia is known as a world leader in the areas of school curriculum, assessment and reporting. 

Our Australian Curriculum: Mathematics provides students with essential skills and knowledge 
in Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability. 

Our curriculum focuses on developing increasingly sophisticated and refined mathematical 
understanding, fluency, logical reasoning, analytical thought and problem-solving skills. 

It develops the numeracy capabilities that all students need in their personal, work and civic lives. 

MATHS:�A�SKILL�FOR�LIFE

Today’s Australian Curriculum: Mathematics equips young people to be confident 
and creative thinkers – the best foundation for their careers in tomorrow’s world. 

Find out more about ACARA and the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics by visiting 
www.acara.edu.au or www.australiancurriculum.edu.au 
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Inspire a new generation!
Maths teachers are in demand both here in 
Australia and overseas. Teaching can be a 
flexible and secure career with opportunities 
to influence students positively, to work in 
urban or rural areas, and to achieve seniority.

Teaching
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Teaching
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Careers in mathematics 
In today's information-rich environment, 
the possibilities for mathematically 
trained graduates are endless. 

Find more career opportunities at  
www.austms.org.au/Careers

www.austms.org.au

Join  
Up Now

www.austms.org.au/apply

* Eligible students receive 

 a period of free membership
Promotes the mathematical sciences and their applications  
in Australia. 

Represents mathematics, and the interests of mathematics related 
professions, to the Australian community and government.

Australian
Mathematical Society

  follow us on Twitter (twitter.com/austms)

Now with 
links to TIMES 
modules and 
SAM resources!

Cambridge University Press • ABN 28 508 204 178 • 477 Williamstown Road, Por t Melbourne, VIC 3207

www.cambridge.edu.au/education
www.amsi.org.au

Order your  
inspection copies today

1800 005 210
educationsales@cambridge.edu.au

Years 5-10 incorporating 10A
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It’s a green light for maths jobs!
Mathematics graduates have the green light 
on some of the most interesting careers in 
traffic and transport.
From designing and modelling to 
implementing new and innovative 
infrastructure, mathematics is helping to 
service the future of transport.

Transport

Partner Advertisement

Ryan Ruddick
Geodetic Surveyor, 
Geoscience Australia
My speciality is using Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (such as GPS) combined 
with traditional survey methods to 
determine highly accurate positions on 
the surface of the Earth. These positions 
are used to generate models of the 
horizontal and vertical movement of the 
Australian landmass and contribute to our 
understanding of the changes in the size 
and shape of the Earth.

Through my work at Geoscience Australia 
I have been able to apply mathematics 
to solve problems, often in remote and 
challenging environments.
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Ride the wave of a top career!
All those websites on the internet 
ensure maths and stats graduates of 
an interesting career ahead in web 
analytics. Simply, web analytics focuses 
on understanding the impact of websites 
on users. Web analysts investigate a 
number of facets of the user’s browsing 
behaviour including how users arrived at 
a website, the length of the visit and how 
users engaged with the website while 
they were there.

Web Analytics



Make tomorrow better.

Are you a critical thinker who enjoys challenges such as modelling and solving complex problems 

or calculating risks? Do you want to use your financial and analytical skills to help  

change the future of global organisations? Then turn your passion into a career  

with a degree in actuarial science or mathematics. Our courses will equip you  

with the expertise you need to deal with an increasingly technological world.

Visit curtin.edu.au/study-science

CRICOS Provider Code 00301J/ MF CU-SE000039 Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology

An actuarial science  
or maths degree  
at Curtin reveals  
a whole new world.
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CSIRO DIGITAL PRODUCTIVITY AND SERVICES

Come and test-drive a research career at CSIRO 
using your mathematical, informatics and statistics 
expertise. Our world leading researchers work on 
problems for government, industry and business in 
areas such as health, services, climate, environment, 
energy, finance, data visualisation, image analysis and 
computational modelling.

We have loads of great programs on offer including 
summer vacation scholarships for undergraduates, 
honours and PhD top up scholarships and post 
doctoral fellowships.

Our innovative two-year Graduate Fellowship 
program is like a gap year after your honours 
degree, giving you a chance to experience a real 
research career at CSIRO before deciding 
whether to do a PhD or enter the workforce. You 
will have an opportunity to work on applied 
projects, be trained by a mentor and to present 
your research at a conference.

Sound like fun? Find out more at www.csiro.au/dpas
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See where 
mathematics
and statistics  
can take you

Bioinformatics
Biology
Biostatistics
Business & Consulting
Computing
Data Science

Energy
Economics

Government
Finance

Health

Insurance
Market Research
Meteorology
Operations Research
Psychology

Statistics

Teaching
Transport
Web Analytics

The Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Building 161, c/- The University of Melbourne 
Victoria 3010 Australia
www.amsi.org.au


